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A Charles Paris Mystery: A Decent 

Interval 1130 Comedy Bill Nighy returns as the irrepressible Charles Paris - actor alcoholic and amateur sleuth.

A Charles Paris Mystery: The 

Cinderella Killer 1130 Comedy Bill Nighy returns as the loveably louche actor cum amateur sleuth Charles Paris.

A Trespasser's Guide To The 

Classics - Series 2 1130 Comedy

Ingenious in its simplicity a return of the series that sees the comedy trio Peepolykus assume the roles of minor 

characters in great works of fiction and derail the plot of the book through their hapless buffoonery.

All Those Women Series 2 1130 Comedy

A second serieswhich followsthe unconventional living arrangements - and all the comic dramas that these living 

arrangementsbring with them- of Hetty Maggie Jen and Emily.

Barry's Lunch Club 1130 Comedy

Self-styled lifestyle guru Barry from Watford invites an audience to his weekly lunch club where he scrutinises themes 

close to his heart. With comic documentary inserts informing his routine and club secretary June Whitfield to rein him in 

this is the ultimate life-style guide for an ageing nation.

Believe it - Series 3 1130 Comedy A third series of the not quite true autobiography of Richard Wilson.

Boswell's Lives 1130 Comedy Boswell does for other legends what he did for Johnson.

Cooking in a Bedsitter 1130 Comedy

Katharine Whitehorn herself narrates this delicious comedy drama based on her all-time classic guide to the single life c. 

1964. Featuring music ads and reportage from the period and written by soloparentpals.com's Sue Teddern.

Count Arthur Strong's Radio Show! 1130 Comedy

A two part seasonal special of the long running and Sony Award Winning Count Arthur Strong's Radio Show! Arthur 

wreaks havoc in every situation he encounters accompanied by supporting characters drawn from the voices of Count 

Arthur Strong's Radio Repertory Company - Mel Giedroyc Dave Mounfield and Alastair Kerr.

Deborah Frances-White Rolls the 

Dice Series 2 1130 Comedy

Deborah Frances-White Rolls the Dice is a half hour comedy series about the biggest of life decisions. In Series One 

comedian Deborah Frances-White took us through four nail biting real life stories that ranged from finding her birth 

mother to leaving a cult. In series two Deborah will roll the dice again as she returns to the cliff hanger about the identity 

of her biological father a man who doesn't know she exists. Her hilarious and heart-stopping adventures set Twitter alight 

with listeners reporting pulling over on the motorway to laugh and cry. Part hysterical stand up comedy part knife-edge 

storytelling part hilarious dramatised true life recreations this is daring scary comedy - like Dave Gorman with emotional 

consequences.

Dot 1130 Comedy

'Dot' is a satirical period sitcom (rather in the vein of Blackadder or Dad's Army) with a female-led cast. Set in Churchill's 

War Rooms during World War Two the series focuses on the women who work in the administrative staff. Not the 

glamorous bit: the boring normal office-y bit. The world they inhabit is a loving pastiche of our over-romanticised view of 

The Blitz Spirit and Tommy's 'can-do' attitude. But while the high-ranking Command Room across the hall is exactly like 

the familiar patriotic WW2 films. Dot and her fellow administrative staff Pearl and Myrtle have all the morally vacuous 

mundanity and petty workplace politics of a 21st Century office. A jolly mix of capers silliness pettiness and daring-do - 

with a loveable protagonist who never ends up on top!

Fags, Mags & Bags 1130 Comedy More over the counter philosphy and corner shop shenanigans from a post Indy-ref Lenzie. Five Alive!
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Gloomsbury (Series 4) 1130 Comedy

GLOOMSBURY - THE SERIES Green-fingered Sapphist Vera Sackcloth-Vest shares a bijou castle in Kent with her 

devoted husband Henry but longs for exotic adventures with nervy novelist Ginny Fox and wilful beauty Venus Traduces. 

It's 1920ish the dawn of modern love life and lingerie but Vera still hasn't learnt how to boil a kettle.  THEMES FOR 

GLOOMSBURY SERIES 4: During this series Lionel and Ginny are struggling with money worries as Maynard Keynes 

advised them to make some very dodgy investments on the Stock Market and they have lost a small fortune. Lionel's 

doing the worrying while Ginny is blithely trying to ignore it and trying to work out how to be truly modern. In fact How to 

be Modern might be the subtitle for the whole series with all the characters discarding outmoded beliefs and behaviours 

and trying earnestly to be tremendously imaginative and forward-looking. At Sizzlinghurst Henry has become concerned 

about what he sees as Vera's dangerous susceptibility to romance and her tendency to fascinate more than one woman 

at once. This has already led to jealousy between Ginny and Venus and he wants her to rein in her erotic impulses - 

whilst not for one moment wishing to seem a controlling husband. Henry is wrestling with his biography of the king and 

fears it will be boring. He gets visits from the Prince of Wales (accompanied by Wallis Simpleton) occasionally to check 

on progress. Henry still misses the hurly burly of life at the Foreign Office and is sorely tempted to stand for Parliament as 

a Labour MP. He seeks advice from Lionel the socialist and D.H.Lollipop the crypto-fascist and endures a visit from Lloyd 

George. Vera of course remains resolutely Tory and refuses to have anything to do with his political career. Though 

Henry champions the working class Mrs Gosling detests the Labour Party and Gosling prefers the Bolsheviks. Our 

Bohemians do agree about social justice and progress in theory but in practice issues of class and money remain very 

vexed. How is one to become truly modern? How indeed.

Guilt Trip 1130 Comedy

Felicity Montagu is one of Britain's best and most loved comedy actors. A vehicle built around her is long overdue. Here 

she performs with her real life daughter Olivia Nixon. Co-written by Katherine Jakeways writer of R4's very successful 

North by Northamtonshire in which Felicty played a lead role.

Josh Howie's Losing It 1130 Comedy Josh Howie's Losing It is an audience sitcom about the loss of freedom sleep space and sanity.

Josie Long: Romance and Adventure 1130 Comedy

Best known on Radio 4 as host of Short Cuts (Nominated Best Speech Programme in the Radio Academy Awards 2014) 

sell out comedian and multi-award winner Josie Long presents a naturalistic sitcom based on a fictionalised version of 

herself living in Glasgow looking for romance and adventure.

Lemn Sissay's Origin Stories 1130 Comedy

Poet playwright broadcaster and author Lemn Sissay compares events in his childhood to more famous fictional adoptees 

foster children foundlings and orphans to explore the reasons things turned out as they did.

MAN AT THE HELM 1130 Comedy

Set in rural Leicestershire in the not so enlightened 1970s a comedy drama based on Nina Stibbe's semi-autobiographical 

novel about two young sisters' madcap quest to find their recently divorced mum a new man.   Costed at 11300 per ep

Michael Fabbri's Dyslexicon 1130 Comedy

Michael Fabbri is a dyslexic comedian who battles through life feeling trapped in the clutches of his condition. He's 

articulate persuasive eloquent and incredibly intelligent yet somehow his condition makes him feel likes he's stupid. 

Recorded in front of a live audience we'll hear all about Michael's hilarious experiences and entertaining opinions on the 

affliction that effects millions of people.

Polyoaks series 4 1130 Comedy

Polyoaks needs to return to Radio 4 to deal with some of the most serious issues ever to face NHS General Practice in 

the next two years. UK austerity is now causing cuts in NHS services and they're beginning to bite. As of next May our 

Health Service may well have new political masters. The head of the Royal College of GPs has already said general 

practice is "under severe threat of extinction" and Brother doctors Roy and Hugh are not about to let this happen. 

Unfortunately as they have diametrically opposed opinions about what General Practice ought to be it well might.
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Q2 16/17 Plum House 1130 Comedy

Every year thousands of tourists flock to the Lake District. But one place they never go to is Plum House - the former 

country house of minor 18th century poet George Pudding. Now a crumbling museum it struggles to stay open under its 

eccentric curator Peter Knight. A new comedy written by Ben Cottam and Paul McKenna.

Rashid Goes to Hollywood 1130 Comedy

As a child Rashid was bitten by the cinema bug and was immediately transported to a fantasy world from which he's 

never returned. Last week he was bitten by a cinema rat and was immediately transported to Nuneaton Royal Infirmary. 

He missed his projectionist's shift at the Paradise Picture House for the first time ever and lost a day's pay. Truly real life 

is nothing like the movies.  Only for Rashid - an inveterate dreamer - it is. Because for every real-life scenario (romantic 

encounter or trip to Lidl) he - and the listener - have full movie accompaniments. An innocuous helpline call becomes the 

Liam Neeson phone scene in Taken; the rat prompts a full-on horror movie; an awkward date becomes a Bollywood 

spectacular with Rashid hearing soaring strings in the supermarket and orchestral manoeuvres in the park.  Rashid may 

not have broken into movies but the movies have certainly broken into him.  This character-led non-audience sitcom 

offers two USPs. One - full-on music scores and SFX accompany his every thought and action; two - as the action 

unfolds Rashid talks to the listener both directly and in character in the style of a film voiceover. We believe Romesh 

Ranganathan would make an excellent Rashid.

Sandi's Ticket to Ride 1130 Comedy

Each week Sandi Toksvig takes a ride on a different UK bus route in the company of a fellow comedian or comedy actor. 

Through humour and anecdote Sandi explores hidden delights that litter our hum drum bus journeys. From what-used-to-

be-there before the Nandos to fascinating street names regular bus passengers and old haunts of her guests Sandi will 

prove that you don't need much more than a bus fare to spend a hugely entertaining half hour.

Start/Stop - Series 3 1130 Comedy

Hit comedy about three marriages in various states of disrepair. Starring Jack Docherty Kerry Godliman John Thomson 

Fiona Allen Charlie Higson and Sally Bretton.

The Break 1130 Comedy

Andy has come to his uncle's seaside home for a rest. All he wants is a quiet life away from the stress of the city. 

However what he gets is Uncle Jeff...

The Rivals (series 4) 1130 Comedy

A return of Chris Harrald's popular seriesThe Rivals. Inspector Lestrade tells further tales of the detectives he worked with 

who despite the popularity of Sherlock Holmes were fully Holmes' equals in idiosyncrasy of character and in the variety 

and ingenuity of the puzzles they unraveled.

The Stanley Baxter Playhouse (2016) 1130 Comedy

In May 2016 Stanley Baxter turns 90 just after The Queen herself does too. We would like to produce two further 

productions of our long running and perennially popular Radio 4 series celebrating the talent of this great comedian and 

actor.

Way Out East 1130 Comedy

FILTH(FailedInLondonTryHongKong - working title) begins with Zoe Wheeler's arrival in the former British colony jobless 

and not knowing a soul. Sharing a flat with two other Brits she is drawn into the ex-pat community a bizarre microcosm of 

what she thought she had left behind.

What Does The K Stand For? Series 

3 1130 Comedy

A third and final autobiographical sit com and stand series from the warm and very funny stand up Stephen K Amos. This 

series will focus around the stories of his teenage years.

A Beginner's Guide To India 1830 Comedy

Following the success ofA Beginner's Guide To PakistancomesA Beginner's Guide To India presented by one of India's 

top ten comics (Times of India) and '30 most exciting people under 30' (Forbes) and the only Indian to have been on The 

Now ShowAditi Mittal.

Big Problems with Helen Keen 

(Series 2) 1830 Comedy

Helen Keen's comic celebration of ingenuity looks at more problems facing humanity and how we overcome them mixing 

laughter with well-researched revelations about the biggest challenges lying beneath the fabric of our lives... Subjects for 

a new series include Making Power Caring forOthersConquering Cold and Trouble with Time.

Bridget Christie Minds The Gap (S3) 1830 Comedy Bridget Christie points out and ridicules more everyday examples of misogyny. With help from Fred MacAulay.
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Bun Club 1830 Comedy

In the footsteps of Round The Horne Take it From Here and more recently Out To Lunch and other live audience gang 

shows Justin Edwards Mel Giedroyc and Miles Jupp lead a comedy ensemble in this gleeful team-written half hour of 

sketch comedy. The versatile cast present a glorious array of sketches and musical comedy with recurring characters 

monologues a weekly serial (which changes every week) and that all important big musical finish. The style is playful and 

self-knowing with "front cloth" discussions chats in between sketches and audience interaction. Each show also features 

a special guest from the world of radio and television who will have their own tailor-written monologues and sketches be 

involved in the running narrative and be part of the final musical number. The show will have a core team of writers - Joel 

Morris Jason Hazely Lucy Porter working closely with all the performers and tailoring material and ideas for the guests. 

Produced by the team behind 3 series of The Music Teacher.

Chain Reaction 1830 Comedy A further series of the comedy tag team chats

Chain Reaction - Series 12 1830 Comedy

Another series of the long running comedy interview show. Last series featured the likes of Sandi Toksvig Al Murray Ian 

Hislop and Alison Steadman and there are many more comedy legends still to be heard.

Clare in the Community Series 11 1830 Comedy A further series about Clare Barker: the Social Workerwith a dedicated social conscience. Unless it's inconvenient.

Dead Ringers (Series 15) 1830 Comedy This is for a 6 week run in June and 2 Xmas 2016

Dead Ringers (Series 15) 1830 Comedy This is for a 6 week run in June and 2 Xmas 2016

Don't Make Me Laugh - Series 2 1830 Comedy

Don't Make Me Laugh is the weekly panel show that asks comedians to do the one thing they hate the most - NOT be 

funny.

Ed Reardon Series 11 1830 Comedy Another set of despatches from the frontline as grizzled writer Ed Reardon once again does battle with the modern world.

Heresy 1830 Comedy

A tenth series of the comedy debate program hosted by Vicky Coren (TBC) which strives to tear apart our most deep-

seated assumptions

Hold The Front Page 1830 Comedy

A topical desk-show hosted by Sue Perkins that casts an insatiably curious eye over the biggest the smallest the 

strangest and the most extraordinary stories in Local News.

It's Not What You Know - Series 4 1830 Comedy

The critically-acclaimed panel show where we discover how well comedians broadcasters &amp; celebrities know their 

nearest and dearest returns this time with a new host - Joe Lycett.

Jake Yapp Saves Humanity 1830 Comedy

Rising comedy star Jake Yapp finds solutions to the biggest issues facingthe human race today through a blend of stand-

up sketch and interview.

John Finnemore's Double Acts (s2) 1830 Comedy Six (different) half-hour narrative comedies all written by John Finnemore

John Finnemore's Souvenir 

Programme (Series 6) 1830 Comedy A sixth series of the award-winning sketch show.

KULT 1830 Comedy A sitcom about a group of warehouse operatives working for a big Scandinavian flat-pack furniture company called Kult.

Mark Steel's in Town 1830 Comedy

Mark Steel returns to Radio 4 for a seventh series of the award winning show that travels around the country researching 

the history heritage and culture of six towns that have nothing in common but their uniqueness and does a bespoke 

evening of comedy in each one.

Mark Watson Talks A Bit About Life 1830 Comedy

A second series from multi-award winning comic Mark Watson where he attempts to answer some of lifes big questions 

and make sense of life nimbly assisted/hampered by Tim Key and Tom Basden.

Meet David Sedaris (series 6) 1830 Comedy More essays diary entries and conversation with one of the world's favourite storytellers.
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My Teenage Diary - series 7 1830 Comedy

My Teenage Diary is a six-part comedy series hosted by Rufus Hound in which fully-grown celebrities are given the 

chance to revisit their formative years by opening up their deeply intimate teenage diaries and reading them out in public 

for the very first time.

Paul Sinha's History Revision 1830 Comedy

Paul Sinha returns for a second series of his History Revision the show that uncovers the fascinating stories that we've 

forgotten in our onward march of progress.

Peter is a Hitman 1830 Comedy

Brand new audience sitcom starring Jack Dee as a smug crap hitman. Written by the team behind Small Scenes (Mike 

Wozniak Henry Paker Benjamin Partridge) and packed full of pace jokes and snooker.

Rich Hall's (US Election) Breakdown 1830 Comedy

Stand-up legend Rich Hall and a selection of comedians from both sides of the Atlantic guide us through the chaotic 

circus that is the US Presidential election.

Rum Bunch 1830 Comedy

Justin Edwards Mel Giedroyc and Dave Mounfield are the "Rumbunch" in this team-written half hour live audience gang 

show. Touring the country to find themselves in a fictional town each week the versatile cast present a glorious array of 

sketches and musical comedy with a weekly serial and that all important big musical finish.

Simon Evans Goes to Market - Series 

3 1830 Comedy

Simon Evans goes to market again bringing his hugely popular blend of comedy and economics to bear on four life 

stages - Birth Youth Marriage and Death. From baby showers to bed baths our lives are marked by rites of passage and 

often unexamined customs - with huge economic implications.

State of the Nations 1830 Comedy

State of the Nationsis a comic look at national identity in the U.K. today. A stand-up show from each of the four corners of 

the United Kingdom in which the biggest names in comedy tackle the state their nations are in.

Susan Calman - Keep Calman Carry 

On 1830 Comedy

Audience stand up show in which Susan Calmantries to learn how to relax by investigating pursuits in which her friends 

find solace or sanctuary thenreports on how successful she's been - as well as playing in and discussing a handful of 

illustrative clips from her efforts.

The Brig Society (series 4) 1830 Comedy

A show which combines Marcus's forensic passionate and informed stand-up with a gallery of characters in clever team-

written sketches to examine a topic each week.

The Casebook of Max and Ivan 1830 Comedy A second series of the upbeat audience sitcom featuringMax Olesker and Ivan Gonzalez as private detectives for hire.

The Fair Intellectual Club 1830 Comedy

A new comedy series based on a true story. In 1717 three Edinburgh girls set up The Fair Intellectual Club in order to 

improve their minds. A story of teenage love friendship and betrayal at the dawn of the Scottish Enlightenment.

The Hitchhiker's Guide To The 

Galaxy: Hexagonal Phase 1830 Comedy

Douglas Adams's groundbreaking comedy sci fi adventure takes its next great leap starring the original cast and John 

Lloyd as the Voice of the Book. Dirk Maggs directs Simon Jones as Arthur Dent Mark Wing-Davey as Zaphod Beeblebrox 

Geoff McGivern as Ford Prefect and Sandra Dickinson as Trillian. Baed on the Eoin Colfer novel and previously 

unpublished material by Adams himself. NOTE - AS DISCUSSED THIS IS FOR TX IN 2017/18

The Tim Vine Chat Show 1830 Comedy

The Tim Vine Chat Showis the chat show with a difference! Instead of interviewing famous people internationally 

acclaimed master of the one-linerTim Vine interviews members of his live audience.

To Hull and Back - Series 2 1830 Comedy

More helpings of Lucy Beaumont's warm-hearted Hull based sitcom about a mother and daughter trapped in a loving but 

antagonistic relationship. Staring Lucy Beaumont and Maureen Lipman.

Tom Wrigglesworth's Hang Ups - 

Series 4 1830 Comedy

Another helping of down-the-line adventures from Tom Wrigglesworth and his family as we listen in on his weekly 

phonecalls home.

Welcome To Wherever You Are 1830 Comedy

The world's best comedians perform exclusively for Radio 4 from wherever in the world they happen to be in this truly 

global stand-up show.
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52 First Impressions with David 

Quantick - Series 2 23:02 Entertainment

A second series of talks by broadcaster and writer David Quantick in which he concludes his discussion of 52 of the most 

important people in his life; from the comedians and musicians who've influenced him to friends and family. Do first 

impressions really count?

Alex Edelman series 23:02 Entertainment

Alex Edelman is the Winner of Best Newcomer at the 2014 Edinburgh Festival. This is following the broadcast of a half 

hour version of his Edinburgh show.

Alexei Sayle's Imaginary Sandwich 

Bar 23:02 Entertainment

The godfather of alternative comedy presents half an hour of stand-up direct from his imaginary sandwich bar on the 

Gray's Inn Road in London.

Andrew Maxwell's Late Agenda 23:02 Entertainment

The most original and incisive mind in political comedy hosts his own topical show. Opinionated subversive original well 

researched and hilarious. A deeper look behind the headlines - think John Oliver's 'Last Week Tonight' or a one-man 

'Daily Show' for a literate Radio 4 audience.

Angela Barnes: You Can't Take It 

With You 23:02 Entertainment

Based on her highly praised Edinburgh 2014 show Angela Barnes shares the big stuff she's thinking about: life love family 

work and death.

BUNK BED 23:02 Entertainment

A returning series of critically-acclaimed entertaining late-night conversations with Patrick Marber and Peter Curran. 

Without breaking with the eavesdropping atmosphere for the listener and the intelligent use of BBC Archive we'd like to 

introduce a few august names for the R4 audience such as Dame Judy Dench and Alan Bennett who will join us on the 

pull-out mattress. For slighly younger listeners Oscar-winners Natalie Portman and Cate Blanchett have already 

expressed strong interest in taking part. All guest contributions will be small personal startling original and funny. It won't 

be chat-show anecdotes and will be true to the tone and spirit of the Bunk (even though they'll be on the floor).

Couples 23:02 Entertainment

Couples is a non-audience character-led comedy series that unites the incredible talents of Julia Davis and Marc Wootton 

and brings them to radio for the first time.

Croft and Pearce 23:02 Entertainment Hannah Croft and Fiona Pearce present their very own sketch show

Daphne Sound Expensive 23:02 Entertainment Multi-racial sketch group Daphne bring their critically-acclaimed brand of Goon Show-esque comedy to Radio 4.

Desolation Jests 23:02 Entertainment

David Jason stars in a new David Renwick radio comedy show featuring quirky sketches in a variety of styles framed in a 

dark surreal and joke-filled faux interview format...

Domestic Science 23:02 Entertainment

The maths science and comedytrioFestival of the Spoken Nerd look around the domestic landscape for inspiration and 

give you a bite size blast of science to make sense of it all.

Enter the World of Simon Rich 23:02 Entertainment

Simon Rich is a superstar: not even 30 he's written forSaturday Night Live PixarandThe New Yorker. Now Hat Trick 

brings his enchanting sweet and absurd world to Radio 4 with a series adapting stories from his hilarious short story 

collections on the themes of love and childhood.

Expenses Only 23:02 Entertainment

Internships - An important role in modern employment. Interns put in the work for free hoping their passion and 

persistence pays off. 'Expenses Only' is the radio narrative-sketch show that gives an insight into the work experience 

world of Art Politics Advertising and Journalism.In each episode our two twenty-something protagonists Tim (enthusiastic 

worker) and Miranda (jaded graduate) attempt to break into a different industry through a series of increasingly 

challenging placements. The series is also tied together using linking sketches signature ad-breaks &amp; jingles and the 

Narrator who with his deadpan delivery and wry commentary guides us through the schadenfreude and chaos that 

unravels across an episode. Whilst Tim and Miranda are the main focus they are constantly surrounded by an array of 

madcap colleagues friends and odd bods all voiced by a small group of character comics 'The Players'.

Gaby's Wonderful World of Talking 

Pictures 23:02 Entertainment A funny entertaining (slightly) competitive panel show that celebrates cinema films and the people who make them.
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Jack & Millie (wt) 23:02 Entertainment

A non-audience scripted comedy - with some improvisation - written by Jeremy Front and starring Jeremy and Rebecca 

Front as Jack &amp; Millie

John Cooper Clarke - The Man 

Behind The Hairstyle 23:02 Entertainment John Cooper Clarke tells stories cracks jokes and performs excerpts from his back catalogue of world class poetry.

Lenny Henry: Rogue's Gallery 23:02 Entertainment A confessional warm funny and surprising series of characters all written and performed by Lenny Henry.

Little Lifetimes 23:02 Entertainment Six of our leading actress play women who find their lives turned upside down in fifteen minutes

Love in Recovery 23:02 Entertainment

Love In Recovery - series 2 6 x 30 comedy drama for 23:00 recorded on location  Written by Pete Jackson produced and 

directed by Ben Worsfield More stories of hilarity and heartbreak set in Alcoholics Anonymous starring Sue Johnston 

John Hannah Rebecca Front Eddie Marsan Paul Kaye and Julia Deakin by Pete Jackson based on his own road to 

recovery.

Mae Martin's Guide to 21st Century 

Sexuality 23:02 Entertainment

A stand-up show which sees comedian Mae Martin examining gender and sexuality all through the lens of her own unique 

upbringing.

Mark Steel - Who Do I Think I Am? 23:02 Entertainment

Mark Steel is one of Radio 4's bestloved comedians. He's also adopted. This show is the story of how in the process of 

looking for his birth mother hediscovered he's connected to global capitalists international playboys and even the British 

Royal Family.

NURSE 23:02 Entertainment

A second series of the patos laden comic sketch series by Paul Whitehouse about a community health nurse and her 

various patients.

RIA LINA: SCHOOL OF RIASON 23:02 Entertainment

Based on Ria's 2014 Edinburgh show (Amused Moose Laughter Awards nominated; listed in Dave's Top 10 Jokes of the 

Fringe) School of Riason addresses the rather unusual topic of homeschooling.

Sam Simmons Is Not A People 

Person 23:02 Entertainment

Comedian. Writer. Ex-Zoo Keeper. Bird Watcher. We're introducing the unique talents of the multi award winning Sam 

Simmons to BBC Radio 4.

Small Scenes Series 3 23:02 Entertainment

Third series of the symphonious sketch show Small Scenes written by and starringthe brilliantline upof Daniel Rigby Sara 

Pascoe Mike Wozniak Cariad Lloyd and Henry Paker. This new series will be in front of an audience so is proposed for 

this slot.

Spotlight Tonight with Nish Kumar 23:02 Entertainment

A half-hour topical comedy show in which award-winning satirist Nish Kumartakes a long satirical look at the week's 

biggest news stories.

Talking To Strangers 23:02 Entertainment

Sally Phillips is one of the UKs leading comedy actors star of Clare in the Community and American hit VEEP. This isa 

reawaking of her writing and we should grab it while we can!A contemporary 'Talking Heads' - making the familiar absurd 

and the absurd familiar.

Terry Alderton: More Crazy Now 23:02 Entertainment

Series one introduced listeners to the genius of Terry Alderton's exceptional comic mind. Characters like the Street Kid 

Morgan The Free Man the Dancing Bears and Victor gave us all a chance to see what happens when Terry is matched 

with amazing musicians techno producers and great writers. It was universally praised by listeners and critics and loved 

by the comedy community.  More Crazy Now would develop the best bits of series one and cement Terry as true star of 

Radio 4. Part stand up part sketch part song all hilarious we are primed and ready to develop the shows into 28 minute 

late night immersive listener experiences.

The Celebrity Voicemail Show 23:02 Entertainment

BAFTA award winning creator and star of Channel 4's Fonejacker Kayvan Novak returns with a second series of The 

Celebrity Voicemail Show.
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THE CURTIS BROWN FILES 23:02 Entertainment

Imagine if the hardboiled pulp novels of Raymond Chandler were set in the gentile world of the UK entertainment 

industry. Now replace private dick Phillip Marlowe with a literary agent played by Ice T. You've just imagined The Curtis 

Brown Files.  With the help of his straight talking imaginary friend Moone Boy the loveable (and absurd) Curtis Brown 

solves crimes uncovers cover-ups and busts international terrorist rings in the dirty underbelly of London's entertainment 

industry. When going to the police is a dumb idea and going to the press is an even dumber one who are you going to 

call? Your agent - and Curtis Brown will solve your problems. for 15%.

The Lach Chronicles 23:02 Entertainment

We believe there's a third series of stories from Lach. We would like to continue to blend live performance with an 

expansive soundscape to once again bring Lach's stories alive.  The Lach Chronicles series 3 would reveal more stories 

from Lach's past and present. Including memories of high school romance a terrifying run-in with the mob in Las Vegas 

and plenty more of his questionable life choices. There'll be stories of failed money making attempts lost love New York 

scensters performers and comedians. We'd also bring his story right up to date with some stories of his current "fish out 

of water" existence here in Edinburgh.  Some recorded on stage in a dive bar on the wrong side of Edinburgh some 

imagined via a sonic landscape. We want to build on the success of the first two series to create more engaging and 

entertaining Chronicles.

The Pin (series 2) 23:02 Entertainment

A double-act sketch show which sees Alex and Ben revise tweak and comment on their material as they go 

deconstructing the boundary between them and the listener revealing the twisted logic behind their skewed approach to 

comedy and life.

Time Spanner 23:02 Entertainment

A fantastical and thoughtful audience comedy about time travel robots and love at first sight by Simon Kane starring John 

Finnemore David Mitchell and Simon Kane.
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